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SIJMMARY

The papcr describcs experiments with wall-mounted air te¡minal dcvices. The
airflow from an air ærni¡al dcvice will i¡fluencc the tbermal comfort of thc
occupaúts and lt is thcrcforc irnportant to develop an oçresion for tbis f,ow. lhe
veloeity at the floor is influcnccd by thc flow rate to thc rooro, by thc tenpolrturc
dífference and the t¡ge of difü¡ser. The f,ow is stratiñed at large teüpêrìature
differc¡ces. îbc papcr shops thc dcvelopment of an orprcsion for tâe velocity
distribution in the vicinity of tbc floor. It is shoum that ofrcñings bstween obstaclcs
placed dirccly on thc floor wíll gcncratc a flow simila¡ to thê air movcmcat l¡ front
of a difü¡¡cr. An cxpræsiou for thc vclocity distribution is givcn in tüe prpcr.
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VEIÍ)CITT DISTRIBT]IION IN TTIE FT.O\il FROM
A WALLMOT]NIED DIFTUSER IN ROOMS

WTIÏI DISPI,ACEMEI{T VENTII,ATION

Peter V. Nielsen
Aalborg University, De"ma¡k

II{TR.ODUcNON

Ventilation syste¡ns with vertical displacement flow have been used in industrial
a¡eas with high thermal loads for many yea¡s. Quite recently the vertical
displacement flow systems have gronm popular as comfort ventilation in rooms with
thermal loads, e.g. ofEces.

The ai¡ is supplied directly into the ocorpied zone at low velocity from wall-
mounted diffr¡sers. The plumes from hot surfaces, from equipment and from persons
entrain air into the ocarpied mne a¡d create a natr¡ral convection flow upwards in
the room, see figure 1.
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Figure 1. Room with low-level difürser, heat source and displacement flow.

The displacement flow systems have two advantages compared with traditional
mixing systems.

To
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- An efficient use of energl. It is possible to reErove exhaust air from tle
room where the temperatu¡e is several degrees above tbe tempçralure, in
the occupied zoue which allows a highs¡ air ínlet temPerature at the same
load.

An appropriate distributie¡ ef ç¡¡tqminated ai¡. The vertical temperature
gradient (or stratification) implies that fresh air and contaminated air a¡e

separated and the most contaminated ai¡ can be found above the occupied
zone.

The design procedure for displacement ventilation deals with the velgcity in front
of a wall-nounted diffr¡ser by defining the distance from the difü¡ser to an area

where the velocity has decreased to 02 m/s (in many cases measured 0.1 m above

the floor). The research described in this report is focused on the flow from wall-
mounted low velocity ai¡ terminal devices. It is the ¡im of the work to obtain results
which can simpl$ and improve the practical design procedure.

- It is important to examine the flow in front of an air terminal device and

to investigate if this flow can be treated unconnected with parameters as

room geometry (generally speaking), heat source location and location of
cxhaust ope¡ing, etc.

The dcsþ procedure is simplified if the flow depends only on some main
pa¡ameters as e.g. type'of diûfuser, obstacles on the floor, flow rate and

Archimedes' nunber of the flow. It is especially a simplification if the
influencp of width and lcngth of the horizontal section is small.

The oçectatio¡ 6f this simplification is indicated in figrre I by the dotted
line. An equivalent situation is lnown in mixing ventilation where the flow
from air terminal devices can be described relatively independent of the
rccirarlating flow in the ¡oom.

- Furthermore, it is important to obtain a quantitative description of the flow
along the floor. The flow along the floor in a room with buoyancy driven
ventilation is the only ai¡ movement which influences the comfort of the
oacupants. A descriptio¡ 6f this ai¡ movement will therefore make it
possible to obtain a detailed picture of the thermal comfort of the room
which is a valuable information compared to the lnowledge of distance to
the 02 m's velocity leveL

- One of the m¡in problems in connection with computational fluid dynamics

used for tbe prediction of room ai¡ movement is to obtain a practical
description of thc boundary conditions at the supply opening. Experimental
work on the florv from difft¡scn may give important i¡formation which can

be used for the individual descriptiou of differcnt supply openings.

I-arge parts of the experiments described in this report are based gn a number of
resea¡ch activities made at Aalborg Univenity in connection with the educ¿tion of
M.Sc. studenus. The resea¡ch activities a¡e dated back,to 1987 and the participating
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students a¡e mentioned in the reference list. All the,experimental work has been
supervisetliand tied together by the author who'wants to use this opportr¡nity to
express his thanks to all participants. ' 'i

WALITMOIJNIED LOW VELOCITí DIFTUSER

Fþre 2 shows tåe wall-mounted low velocity difü¡sers which are tested and
discussed in'this paper. They are different products and they aro designed for flow

lates of 50 - ?00 m'/h, except diff,user qpe F which is designêd for. a,flow rate of
500 - 1400 rc3/h.
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Figure 2. Six different wall-mounted low velocity diffusers, for dbplacement
ventilation.
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Diffuser t'?e A has a súpply velocity profile which is very constant over- the entire
supply are4 while diffi¡ser t,?e B has a supply velocity with a large variation over
the supply a¡ea both in speed and in direction, see reference [l].

Diff¡¡ser qtpe D t¿n Ue'adjustêd to two:differont modes,.'It'can either wo¡k at a
it'cän\vült úith ani internal induction,;"nil Dz,,.which
e difüñer surface with a factor of 2.Srconiþared wità the
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supply flow go. The supply temperature ?: will be increased accordingly. The'
diffuer with the induction unit is especially used for dþlacement ventilation in
q/stems generally desþed for nixing ventilation (low flow rate and high
tempsraturc diffcrencc). The difü¡ser generstes s semi-radiûl flow at the supply
surface.

Diffr¡ser t1ipe E is a conventional diffrser for displacement ventilation without any
deviccs for the generation of radial flow at the supply surface.

The experiments with diffr¡ser F ¿¡s meinly made to test the influence of the

diffr¡ser size. The difft¡ser is dcsigned for a florv go of 500 - 1400 m3/4 but in this

paper it is tested in the range of 100 - 200 m3/h. The flow from the difhser is
radial.

Difü¡ser type G generates a radial flow at the supply surface. The velocity
distribution is varying over the zurface fuomllVo to 140V0. The diffr¡ser is selected
for the displacement flow oçeriments in the International Energr Agency Annex
20 work

The flow from the diffr¡sen is either given by the flow rzte qo or by a face velocity

r, calculated from

at (1)

where a, is the surfacc a¡ca of the perforatcd part of the diffrser. z, Ís easy to
caloilate but it is diffcrent fron tl¡e supply velocity measured in tbe opening of the

diffr¡ser. (It is very tineonsuming to find the supply velocity zo based on
'measurements in a number of openings in the ditruser).

The height å of the different diffr¡sen is an important parameter because the cold
flow is influenced by vertical acceleration due to the gravity. The height a¡d the
a¡ea of the dift¡ser are given in table 1.

Diffr¡ser A B D1 E F G

ar(mz) 0.159 0306 o.437 0267 L293 0.188

å(n) 0.48 058 0.73 1.00 7.42 056

Table 1. Area a, and hcight å of the six different low velocity diffusers.

qo

ßf
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The A¡chimedes nr¡mber .dr for a flow is givcn by,

At= þ'e'h'
Q)2u,

whele F, I aed' (T* - T) arc volume expension coeffrcient" gravitational
acceleration and temperature difference between the.temperature in the height 1:1 I

m and the supply temperatu¡e, respectively.

FLOW FI,OM A WALLMOI'IIIED DTTry'USTN

The flow froui th¡ee different wall-mounted difülsers is shown in figure g. tle , 
"

mardmum velocity n,, close to the floor is given as a fr¡nction of the distance; :rlo
the surface of the diffr¡ser. r\r,

u¡ (m/s)'
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.t j :'
The cold air from suÞply opening A has a higb initiatacceleration due to buoyzincy .

effect a¡d a velocity of 034 m/s is obtained in a distance of 0.8 m from the diffr¡ser.
Tþe B has a larger difü¡sion of the supply flow, and the gravity will only increase
the velocity to 023 m/s. The difü¡ser type G shows an even smaller velocity level
although the flow to the room is alnost the same in all th¡ee situations.

Figure 3 indicates that the ¡Daximum velocity in the qrumetry plane is proportional

to lf x' whcre the exponent ¡ is close to 1.0 as pointed out by Nielsen et al. [3].

*l \
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It is also obvious from figrre 3 that different diffr¡se,r designs generate a different
velocity level at iþs srme flow rate and heat load.
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Figure. 4. Velocity decay along the floor at different A¡chimedes' nunbers,
Reference [4].

The velocity at the floor is not only influenced by the flow rate to the room and the
tlpe of diffr¡ser. Figure 4 shows that the A¡chimedes number is an important
parameter. A 3'C increase in tempcrahrre difference will for example increase the
velocity from 0.10 m/s to 0.72 m/s in a distance of 2 m from the difü¡ser. The
figure shows that it is the gravity which accelerates tbe flow close to the diffr¡ser
re5¡lting i¡ 3 highs¡ i¡itial velocity level at higber Archimedes' numbers. This effect
is very important for the flow in rooms with displacement ventilation and the
outcome can be surprising. The velocity level in a room may for example be
uninflss¡ced althougb the flow ¡ate is reduced because the heat load in the room
requires a ¡eduction of the supply temperature and consequently an increase of the
relative velocity level l, I unsee reference [4].

hofile measurements show tlat the flow in the vicinity of the floor can be
cha¡acterized by a normalized velocity profile identical to the profile used for the
description of wall jet flow, see references [2, 5, 6]. The length scale ô in this
profile is defined as the distance from the floor to the height where the velocity has

a level which is half of the maximum velocity close to tle floor, u, I 2.

Figure 5 shows the development in ô for th¡ee different Archimedes' numbers. It
can be seen that the heigbt of the flow region is much smaller than the heigbt of
the difürser, even at a distance of 05 m from the difü¡ser. The cold air from the
difü¡ser acc¿lerates towa¡ds the floor due to gavity and it behaves like a st¡atified
flow in its further progress along the floor. ô is rather constant while it is
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proportional to r in a wall jet as indicated by the dotted line,in figrrte 5. The length
scale or thickness ô is slightly decreased at incrêasing Arcbirúedes' number.

ô (cm)

20

't5
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5

Figure 6. Stratified flow from a wall-mounted difüser

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 x (m)

Figure 5. I-engh scale ô in the flowversus distance from the difü¡ser. Difftrser type
G. Referencc [2]. 
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fþs s¡Úainment of air into the flow, or the tu¡bulent mixing þrocess, is rtiminisffig
when a veitical.temp€ratu¡e gradient is present beca¡çe'the gravity will wôrk
¿gainsl upward movement of heavy fluid a¡d doumwa¡d movement of ligùt fluid.
This is shown in hydraulics by Îor example iurnerr[7] and it iS shou¡n for '"
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displacement ventilation by Jacobsen and Nielsen [6] and it is also discussed in
reference [8].

It is possible to develop an equation for the stratified flow in front of a wall-
mounted diffuser, see reference [a]. It is known from measurements that the flow
is radial and figure 6 sbows a small section A0 of this flow which has a virrual

origin located in a distance .r, from the difürer. The flow \üithin section A0 is
proportional to (r + .r)ÂOôu, where (¡ + :)40 is the width of the section at dis-

tance :, and ô is an erçression for the heigbt of the section. z, is an expression

for the velocity level in the velocity distribution The flow is independent of tìe
distance .¡ because the enü'ainment is small and the following equation can
therefore be obtained.

u, l1 (3)
qt A0ô:+¡o 

I

It is also shown by oçeriments that tbe normalized velocity distribution is fairly
independent of the Reymolds number in a¡eas of practical relevance, see reference

[1]. The following equatíon can therefore be obtained for stratilierl flow with a
constant thickness ô

u, -o I
qo x+xo

(4)

where ß is a function of the Archimedes number as well as an individual function
for different t¡pes of air terminal devices. Both ¡ and ¡¿r are measured in the

middle plane of the room-

The development of equation (4) assumes a high A¡chimedes number but the
structue is also valid for cases where the A¡chimedes nu¡nber is very 56¿ll. þ rhis

case tle flow will be a part of a potential core or a part of a radial wall jet. The
velocity *,iU in nûost cases be proportional to 1/(: + ¡o), and equation (4) wiU

therefore be able to predict the velocity n, when the K-value is adjusted to the

situation, see reference [4]"

The va¡iables in eqution (4) are easy to measure for a given diffr¡ser and the
equation is therefore sinple to use in a practical desip procedure.

It is possible ¡e eþtein a normalized version of the cçation for a more general

descrþtion of the flon¡. Thc velocity I, is nomalized by the face vclocity ut and the

length .r is normalized by the height of the diffuser å

u,

ul
hKe

xiÍo
(s)
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where

Velocity distribution in rooms with displacement ventilation is also discussed by
Mathisen [5] and by Sandbe¡g and Mattsson [9].

VIRIT'AL ORIGIN,OF TIIE FI,oW

Some of the tested diffr¡sen discr¡sed in this paper generate a velocity decay of
lf x' where n is slightly different from 1.0. Figure 7 shows an example where the
measurements a¡e in agreement with equation (4) for x > 2.0 n, while the
equation overestimates the velocity closer to the diffr¡ser. v ,

u, (mis)

0.s0
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(oa.x"=Ki

0.3 0¿ 0.6 0.8 1.0 t5 2ß 30 40 60x(m)

Fþre 7. Velocity decay in the f,ow from a wall-mounted air terminal device t¡pe
Dt eo = 0.(28 m3/s and A¡ = 45.8. Referencc [10].

"ì
The presence of a virn¡al origin located at some dista¡ce :, bebind the diffuser car¡ .

erylain the velocity decay shown in frgure 7, but deviations of th,e same type witl -. ,

also take place if the flow is inf,uenced by entrainment, by non-radial flow or by '

negative growth in the lenght scale ô. More detailed measurements are therefore
uecessary to deter¡nine if the influence eqpecially is from the presence of a virtual
origin located in some dista¡ce from the difüser.
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Figure 8 shows the flow di¡ection measu¡ed with smoke close to the floor. The
conditions for the experiment a¡e close to the conditions in figure 7. It can be seen

from the figure that the flow close to the qrmmetry line has a virn¡al originro
which is about 0.5 m" although the measu¡emeDts are rather scattered. It is also
obvious from tbe figure that the general flow is radial, even rather close to the side
walls.

," a" --'
."
-." --- -.''
--/ ----- --

12t
a" ,/
---/ -------
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.++

-l 0m +
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Figure 8. Flow directions at the floor. Diffr¡ser tÍ?e Dr. qo = 0.V¿8 m3/s and Ar =
47. Reference [10].

Figure 9 shoun the ea¡lier measu¡ed velocity r¡ versus x + xo where l, = 0.5 m.

It can be seen tlat the velocity decay is close to 7/(t + t,) for ¡ > 1.5 m which
indicates that the measurement of a virtual oriþ will improve the presêntation of
the results close to the difhser.

Many measurements show, horvevcr, that most of the diffi¡sers have virtual, origins
which a¡e located very close to the surfaces of the dÍfürsers, whic.h leads þ small

.ro. The influence of a small ro is only important close to the diffuser and it is

therefore ipored in úe presentation in this paper, also beeause it is vpry diffrcult
to measure in practicc.
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Figure 9. Velocity decay in the flow from diffuser D, versus(.¡ + ¡,). qo = 0.V28

m3/s, Ar = 45.8 and .ro = 0.5 m.

MAXIMTJM VEIÆCITT TN IIIE FI.OIV CLOSE TO TTIE FLOOR

Equation (4) givcs the description of the flow along the middle plane in a room
with displacement ventilation. The equation is eaq'to use in practice bec¿use the
variables a¡e the primaÐ'variables in a desþ procedure.

The va¡iable K is a product deþendent va¡iable which is also a function of dhe ' '
A¡chimedcs uumber. A large numbe¡ of experiments have been made to ebtablish' "'
this va¡iable and tbe results a¡e shonm in figure 10.

Figuró i0 shows tbat K niay be very difféTent for different products as it varie's , ' 
I

from 5 to 12 mr at high A¡hcinedes' numbers. " 
,

The figure shoüx that K increaseswith increasing A¡chimides'numbei. Thij is'rlue ri"

to the fact that gravity will accelerate the vertical flow close to the opening and
generate a stratified air movemcnt in a relatively thin l¿ys¡ along the floor where
the obtained velocity level will be retqined. This effect is also shown in ñgure 4.
Diffuser A shows an increase in velocity at small A¡chimedes' number. This
increase could be explained by the increase in radial flow which takes place for this
diffuser at high Archimedes' number.
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The higb level of K for the difürser D, can be explained by the induction unit ubed

in this product.

K (m{)
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0 02468r0 12 1/. 16
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f'igure 10. Í versus temperature difference and supply flow rate for seven different

wall-mounted air terminal devices. ro = 0.0.

Equation (4) can only be used at some dista¡ce from the diffuer as it appears from
the figures 3, 4 and 7 . This distance is 1.0 m to 15 m for most of the dift¡sers. The

diffrser D2 with an induction unit generates a flow which follows equation (4) for.r
> 1.5 m at high A¡chi¡nedes' numbers, while the measurements show that ¡ sbould
be larger than 2 - 3 m for small Archimedes' number. Êquation (4) \ilill in any case

give a velocity equal to or higher than the actr¡al velocity and tìerefore a value
which is suitablè for a design procedure.

It is }nown from stratified flow in hydraulics that obstacles located downstream may

influence the length scale ô of the flow, see references [7, 8]. Most of the
measurements a¡e made in test rooms of equal size, so it is difñcult to determine
the influence from the end wall and the side walls, but practical oçerience from
tbe ventilation industry indic¿tes that room dimensions are of minor importance,
see reference [13].
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It is ty,pical that_all diffusers, exc€pt diffuser F, have reasonable sizes compared to
the test roons. It might therefore be concluded that the diffusers are testéd under
conditions and dimensions close to the conditions which they are meant to cover in
practice, and the velocity level given by the variable K, in figure 10, is therefore
t)"ical of a practical application

The K-values in figure 10 a¡e from measu¡ements of flow in the middle plane.
Measurements by Jacobsen and Nielsen [6] show that K is also a variable of the
di¡ection 0.

Equation (5) is a normalized version of the velocity decay formula. The face
velocity ut and the height of the individual diffr¡sers å a¡e reference values in this
equation. Figure 11 shows that the rlims¡sisnlsss va¡iable K, in equation (5) takes
different values for different products. A norm:ilization with the geometrical length
scale å does not give a continuous description of the Kr-values and it may
therefore be concluded that t¡e desþ dsteils in the ditrr¡ser have a large inlluence
on the Ko-value.

Kdr

ú?

Figure 71. Kö versus A¡chimedes' number toi nve different wall-mounted air
terminal devices. rr'= 0.0.

Mathisen [5] has shown that the rnaximum velocÍty in thq flow from a wall-mounted

difft¡ser can be described as a linea¡ function of ,lE. Figure 1t ioes õonnnm us
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assumption for large Archimedes' numbers, but deviations take place at smaller
A¡chimedes' numbers.

FI¡W BETWEEN OBSTACLES

The flow in the vicinity of the floor may be influenced by furniture and by other
obstacles in the occupied zone. The ma¡rimum velocity in the flow is located rather
close to the floor (between 1 to 5 cm above the floor), and a great deal of the air
movement will therefore take place in this region. Conventional furniture will only
have a small influence on the ai¡ movement while obstacles placed directly on the
floor will block the flow. An opening between this type of obstacles will work as
new supply opening bec¿use the flow in the room is stratified. Figure 12 shows an
example from a ¡oom with sbort movable walls.

Figure 12. Room with short 6ev¿þls w¡lls.

Experiments have shown that the flow from an opening between obstacles can be
described as a semi-radial flow like the air movement from a wall-mounted supply
opening. The velocity decay can be described by the equation

(7)

I, is mærimum velocity in distance ¡ from the opening and eo is the excess air
supplied on the other side. r, is measured in the symmetry plane.

Figure 13 shows the measu¡ements of Ko, in equation (7). The structure of
equation (7) and the distribution of Kor-values are equivalent to the structure of

1
u

Kú
U,

qo
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equation (a) and the structure of K-values. The temperature difference?* - [,
is the difference between the temperature in the heigbt 1.1. m in front of the
opening and the lowest temperature in the openi"g between the obstacles.

Ko5 ( m-])
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qo2 '- \'lì6/

Figure 13. Kú vensus flow rate and tenperature differencc. Reference [14].

It is interesting to see that the lcvel of tbe va¡iable Ko, is only stightly larger than

tle level of K.

The width of the opening is varying from 0.1 m to 15 m in the o(periment.r,.' ;
Measurcments show that 1þs importance of the width is less obvious and ¡esults for
different uridths are given in figure 13.

CONCLUSIONS

'Wall-mounted air terminal dsvices are often used in dþlacement ventilation. The
flow from a device will accelerate in a vertical movement close to the opening due
to thi gravity effect when inlet ai¡ is colder than room ai¡. The airflow wilithen
move along the floor'in a radial pattern and behave like a st¡atified flow. The
airflow will inlluence the thermal comfort of the occupants and it is therefore
inportant to develop an oçression for rhe flow for design proposals.
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Measurements show that the velocity it the floor is not only influenced by the flow
rate to the room" It is also influenced by the'temperature difference - or by the
Archimedes number - and thé vêlocity level may vary for different types of diffusers.

The flow is sratified at large temperature differences. füis is indicated by a
constant height of the cold flow independent of the distance from the supply
opening. It is shown that the radial flow has a virtual origin close to the front of the
diffr¡ser. The velocity level in the flow along the floor is inversely proportional to
the distance from the diffuser. The velocity decay can be itesct'ibed indiviilually for
each type of difü¡ser by b single equation and a variable which is a functio4 of the
Archimedes number. 

-It 
is furth;r shown that thë maximûÈr velocity can be

described as a linear function of the square root of the Archir¡edes number.

The ùrfluence of side walls a¡d tbe end wall has not been studied but it is known
from stratified fiow in hydraulics that obstacles located downstréam may influence
the height of the cold flow. Practical experience indicates that the room dimensions
a¡e of minor importance, but more work in lhis area is necessary.

Openings between obstacles placed directly on tle floorwill generate a flow similar
to the air Eovement in front of a difürser. It is shown that the yelocity distribution
can be described with an equation qrutem with the same Ètructure as the lsystem
describing 

Ie 
stratified flow from wall-mounted diffr¡sers.
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